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A Brand New Idea...
“BYOD” Movement
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Enterprise Computer Users
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NEW!
NVIDIA VGX Remote Display

1. **FB**
2. **GFX API**
3. **DRIVER**
4. **SYSTEM MEMORY**

**FB** → **RGB → YUV** → **H.264 Encode** → **Network Protocol**
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NVIDIA® VGX™ Platform
Frees Users to Run A True PC as a Service From Any Connected Device

VGX Board
World’s First Virtualized GPU

VGX HyperVisor
True Virtual PC, Running Any App

User Selectable Machines
Enterprise Manageability
KEPLER
THE WORLD’S FIRST GPU for CLOUD COMPUTING

Virtualized GPU
Low Latency Remote Display
Super energy-efficiency
NVIDIA® VGX™ Board

Hardware Virtualization
Four GPUs, 16GB of Frame Buffer

Low Latency Remote Display
Dedicated h.264 Encoder

Datacenter Efficiency
New SMX Shader Design, Passively Cooled
DEMO: Fully-Accelerated PC as an App
GTC 2013 | March 18-21 | San Jose, CA
The Smartest People. The Best Ideas. The Biggest Opportunities.

Opportunities for Participation:

**SPEAK** - Showcase your work among the elite of graphics computing
- Call for Sessions: August 2012
- Call for Posters: October 2012

**REGISTER** - learn from the experts and network with your peers
- Use promo code **GM10SIGG** for a 10% discount

**SPONSOR** - Reach influential IT decision-makers

Learn more at www.gputechconf.com
Thank You